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Claim 16, as it currently appears in the instant PCT application, contains the following defects: Claim 16 contains a period after the
second line, then appears to continue as an independent claim. For the purposes of this opinion, claim 16 should be broken into claims
16A and 16B, claim 16A containing everything before the first period and claims 16B containing everything after the first period.
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This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.
Group I: claims 1-1 1, 16A are directed toward a multi-zone monitoring system comprising one or more cable bypass feed throughs for
the umbilical's electric and hydraulic fluid lines.
Group II: claims 12-15, 16B are directed toward a multi-zone borehole monitoring system comprising: a) a winch; b) an umbilical
comprising a plurality of metal jacketed tubes.
Group III: claims 17-25 are directed toward a method of monitoring geologic formations comprising attaching monitoring equipment to
the umbilical.
Group IV: claims 26-27 are directed toward a cutting or piercing a bladder of the inflatable isolation packer.
The inventions listed as Groups l-IV do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons.
The special technical features of Group include a ) a multi-component umbilical containing both electrical lines and hydraulic fluid lines
(which is not present in Groups Il-IV); b) an inflatable isolation packer that can be inflated with hydraulic fluid to seal off a portion of the
well bore (which is not present i Group II); c) wherein the inflatable isolation packer further comprises: one or more cable bypass feed
throughs for the umbilical's electric and hydraulic fluid lines; d) wherein an hydraulic line of the multi-component umbilical is attached to a
pump and the inflatable isolation packer with pressure testable sealed connectors and compression fittings (which is not present in
Groups ll-iV).
The special technical features of Group II include a) a winch; b) an umbilical comprising a plurality of metal jacketed tubes structured to
be positioned downhole in a wellbore; c) at least one jacketed metal tube of the umbilical containing electrical wires; d) at least one
jacketed metal tube of the umbilical in communication with a fluid pump; c) at least one inflatable isolation packer in communication with
the umbilical; and d ) electrically powered wellbore monitoring sensors positioned downhole in the wellbore in communication with the
umbilical (which is not present in Groups I, 11l-IV) .
The special technical features of Group III include a) attaching a plurality of inflatable isolation packers at predetermined distances to an
umbilical containing a hydraulic line for inflating each packer; b) monitoring each connection of the hydraulic line to each inflatable
isolation packer; c) attaching monitoring equipment to the umbilical at predetermined distances to the umbilical; d) lowering the
monitoring equipment and inflatable isolation packers down a wellbore using the umbilical; and e) monitoring at least one equipment
connection and hydraulic line connection at a surface (which is not present in Groups l-ll, IV).
The special technical features of Group IV include cutting or piercing a bladder of the inflatable isolation packer to discharge the inflating
fluid causing the inflatable isolation packer to deflate (which is not present in Groups l-lll).
The common technical features of Groups l-IV include an umbilical containing electrical lines and hydraulic fluid lines; b) an inflatable
isolation packer that can traverse through the well bore and be inflated with hydraulic fluid to seal off a portion of the well bore; wherein
the umbilical is attached to a pump.
These common technical features are disclosed by US 201 1/0036560 A 1 (VAIL): an umbilical (5500/1 16; figures 1A, 6 ; paragraphs
[0264], [0361]) containing electrical lines (5510, 5512, 5514, 5516, 5518, 5520, 5522, 5524, 5526, 5528, 5530, 5532; shown in figure 1A;
paragraph [0285]) and hydraulic fluid lines (5502, 5504; figure 1A; paragraph [0281]); an inflatable isolation packer (A OB s 140, 142
(inflatable isolation packers) comprise inflatable packer like elements; figure 6; paragraph [0363]) that can traverse through the well bore
(equipment is conveyed (traversed) into a wellbore; abstract) and be inflated with hydraulic fluid to seal off a portion of the well bore
(pressurized (hydraulic) wellbore fluid provide hydraulic seals in the wellbore (e.g., seal off portion); abstract); wherein the umbilical is
attached to a pump (pump 180 is attached to the umbilical 5500/1 16, comprising channel 5502 and sheath 5504 (hydraulic lines); figures
1A, 6 ; paragraph [0167]).
Because the common technical features are disclosed by VAIL, the inventions are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept. Therefore, Groups l-IV lack unity.
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